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ABSTRACT
A semantic diffetent al technique was used to

determine the connotative meaning of specific grades to college
students-. The 161 upper divisidn undergraduktes rated each of three
specific grades on 20 semantic differential items. Two descriptive
questions were answered: ('I) What are the basic dimensions of the
connotative meanings of grades? (`2) How does thee continuum of
connotative meanings (as measured by "semantic distances" hetWeen
adlacent grades) compare to the quantitative continuum that grades
are assumed to represent? Factor' analysis identified four factors:
evaluatiqn, realism, complexity, and salience. CoMparison of the
continuum of connotative meaning and the quantitatiVe continuum
revealed discontinuities.'FindingS are discussed in relation to
general theoretical assumption that grades have meaning to toa
that they initiate in the student an internal process which m
the intended value judgment of the teacher regarding the pertormaAoe
of the student as a learner: (Author/SW)
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THE CONNOTATIVE ONING di7C0LIAGE cilApEs

recent years --;Aition 1 trading :systems haVe 'come

under oonside.rable ire at all levels from elementary to

the univerSity d professional schooLS. Student attitudes

and feelings -ut grades have.been a major concern. Many

students.feel victimized by traditional trading systems
\ .

(Poole, 1975). Still other ;feel that rades_are unrelated

o hoW hard' they work in a course or the degree of real un-

derStanding that they have about the subject matter (Hardy,'

1974). Suggestions for 'resolving the grading controversy

have,ranted frOm the eliMinatio:

alternative grading systems.

A number of research studies have b

grades to the adoption

ested in

determining the effect of nontraditiOnal grading practices

on the student's attitudes or opinionS.about the course

Wegener (1977) found no relationship'between the active partl-

cipation of the student r. the grading, process and the stu-

dent attitude about the course. Correspondingly, findings

reported by Ball (1973) Yarher/(1974) and Newcomb and Warmbrod

(1974) skOW no relationship between student contracting and the

itudes students held about (the course. In addition,

77) found contract grading to have a negative effect inn the

tudes of students toward almost every aspect of a tour

In response to student efforts over the years many cc)

eges have introduced s- me form Of a limited pass-fail-sys

73) and Ida dyr.7ankel.:(1974)' Chase )_concluded tha

general students display a favorable.,u.ttitude toward the pass-



fall s

muniti 5 the three poky grading system of honors, pass -fai

was more acceptableacceptable.th n the five point ABCDF scale (Goldstein,

evaluation. Moreover, in some colleg ,com-

1971). On the other ide Boring (1975) and Latta (1976) re,

port strong fe lings of students against the 'pass-fall sy tem,:

The idea of criterion - referenced testing has been

ki-dljd by the recent emphasis on behavioral objectives, com-

,petency-based-educat an and the development of programmed

materials_ Williams (1 75) found criterion. referenced grad-
,

in systems to have little` nor no effect on the attitudes Students

held about the grading

the oth

ystem or the course as a whole, On

hand results reported by HaMbleton and Murray (1977)

suppoi\t the belief that both faculty and student

of a criterion referenced system.
\

\
Research on the student attitudinal response to al na-

tive Trading systems leads_to 'no definitive concluSions. These

are in favor

studies have,'for the most pa t,been-eon ucted within a larger

context in which'a traditional grading system continued

effect.- If they tell usnothing-else, perhaps these studies

imply that hale too little understanding of that larger eon-

text,- Perhaps student attitudinal or affecti respons to,

alternative- grades and grading systems is unpr:dictable,

cause the.natul of student response to the traditional

poorly understood.-

During the periodaf criticism and innovation, the t--adi-

ti nairappreach to grading has not been without its advocates.

y M



lined a rationale tor the tra titi°nal grading sy,5 em Wn

hinges on the assumption des and grading systems are

primarily forms ofcomMun cation, fie identified three impli-

cations of this position:

A teacher giving a grade is LISL6.11Y,

comffiunicating with more than one

ndividual.

What a teacher communicates will de-

pend, in part, on the meaning of the

grade to the person ading it.

Teachers cannoe unilaterally control

Or change the meaning of a grade.

McK-achie defense of traditional approach is simply.

that it is traditional and, therefore', provides a.common back-

ground of information for the communicatip ' process. But

McKeachie also suggests an important and unanswered question

aboiltth_ tradition-]. grading system: What do specific gradoS

mean:to those. whd 'read them?

The current study was an attempt to det rmine.what the

specific grades Used as a part of one .uniVertY!s traditional

grading system wan to students at that uniVers\ity, POT the

purpose Of,thiSstudy we have relied on the wort of Osgood (1957



and his associates provide both a theoretical and opera-

tional definition of ire nind Theoretically, we have assumed

that grades have meaning 1tu the o?ctent that they initiate in

the 'student an internal process which es an intended

valud-judgment of the cher- regarding,the performanceof:

the student a.s a learner. Operationally, we= have assumed that

the semantic differential technique developed by Osgood is

adequate to measure -the connotative meaning of grades, that

is, to,assess the qualities of the ediation, process within

the student which ark evoked by a grade.

tlae study we have restricted ourselves- to an examina-

tion of. the connotative Meaninga of 'pee,ific grades used in

a traditional _grading system. and _UoUrinyestigation

the meanings eoked in' upper division college students en-

rolled in a teacher education programs_.,' Twb specific purposes

f the study were identified:

1. To describe the basic components

students connotative leanings, for

Sample

One hundr

speclfic grades.

TO compare-the continuum of cohnctative

meanings ._tip th the quantitative Continuum
\

implied in the grading process.

METHOD

and six one students taking a course in



education) psychology Y as a ,par_ of., theelernentary tench

er education program were surveyed. Seventyleight p reont

of the students participating in the survey'. e females and

seventy-five percent

graduate students. pe m:d' an accumulated grade point eve

in their. final semester as under-

age for these students was approximately 3.2 on four point

seal or in letter grades, between a B and n B#. These

students were: enrolled in five of seven sections o the course

taught during the Vin ter and Spring Sessions df 1978.

Instruments

To assess he affective meaning of. grades, twelve seman-

tiC differential scales were tread, one for each of the

twelv griach),_symbois used in ,the University grading syst

Each ;Cale was composed f,afstatement identifying the grade

to be rated (Getting a grade of "C" in:a college level. Course,

.for exatple..) and twenty pairs of polar adjectives pos tive-

negtive,-foo1i_sh7wise, good-bad, unimportant-important,

successful- unsuccessful, weakstreng,. severe-lenient, soft-

hard, active passive, slow-fast, exciting-calming, confusing-
,

clear, predictable-unpredictable, simple- complicated,

understandable-myste ions, impossible-possible:, responsible-

responsible, difficult-easy, fut-w rk,. false-g_ uifte The

twelve scales' were randomly assigned to-ene'offour form

Form.A (D, C,

Form D

Fo m-B (B, C-, A), Form C 'ID- and



Data Collection

Students responded to the survey during he final f f-

'teen Minutes Of a regularly scheduled class period. Alternate
e_

forms of the survey were random.ly distributed in each section.

Consequently each student rated each of- three specific grades

on each of twenty semantic differential items.

Data Analys

Student ratings of specific grades produced 483 sets of

ratings on the 20 item sat of polar adjectives. Correlations

:among the ratings on eacheach_ite,m across all 483. sets were faCtor

analyzed using the principl factoring with- iteratiOnJmethod

of': the SPSS prograM. (Ni- fluIl Jenkins, ,Steinhrenner, and

Bent,. 1975) ANARIMAX rotation of the'prineiple factor

trix was used to determine the correlations of items with

underlying factors and was the bastg of our,interpretations

of the meaningful dimensions= of student affective response to

grades. Item -factor correlations greater than .40 were'con-

sideted., significant.

Semantic-distances between adjaelp t grade evaluations

calculated using items selected to represent the dimen-.

sions identified in the factor analysis. The affective Con-,

tinutuvcreated by these distances, was scaled for comparison

with the quantitative continuum Which .. the e-grad taliaen to

represen ina quantitative or measurement sense.
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RESULTS

The study was design-cl tc provide descriptive data on

two cinestion: 1) What are the basic dimensions of the

connotative me ning given,sPecifie grades'bystudentsl: 2)

How does the.continuum of affective or 'connotative meanings

of gredes compare with the' denotative Or quantitative con-.

tinuum which'grad assumed to represent .

Dithensions of Affective Response to Grades

In the principle factor analysis, four factors re

consider ed 'significant (eigenValues-greater than 1). These

factors accounted for,65.8 percent of the variation in

semantic differential ratings of :gradeS. Rotation of the

P incipie factor matriresulted in factors -which accOunted,

..for" the fellowing percentages of common variance: 60.Z

,12 1, and 6.4,

Table 1 shows the semantic differential items hich

Were signi cantly correlated with each factor and the i em-

facter correlation. Factor 1 correlates highly with items

which refplect the evaluative nature of grades: bad:good (.884

eghtive-positive (.863) , unsuccessful-successful ( 84.8) ,

irresponsible - responsible ( 772),;and fool

the factor ws named 'evaluation and the five items with the

rise ( 648).

highest correlationSwith the factor were SeleCted fo

subsequent analyses., Factor 2 correlates most highly With

two items which seem to reflec the extent to which students

perceive.patticulae grades as realistic or possible4or them:.
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mpo sibl -possible (.651) and di

factor was termed

correlations h

in subsequent analy

cult-easy-(.64 This

and.+the two items with highest

factor we used to represent the factor

- Insert Table 1 about here

FactOr 3 is correlated with items which relate to percep-

tions of-the,,-co nplexity or understandability of grades. One

item, simplecomplicated ( was selected to reprase

this.".cempexity" dimension. A fourth. facter also represent-

ed by a single involved the "salience"

unimportant - important

a grade:

-Thus, the factor analytic procedures which we used pre-
,

duced a pattern of interrelations among the 20 semantic

ferentlal items which suggested the existence f four major

components to student meanings for specific g ades. ,Students

view grades evaluatively; some grades are better-, more posi-

tive, 'and more indicative of s ecess.than others. Grades are

also felt to liave a quality of realism (or unrealisM); some

grades are less likely, less possible or less easy to attain

than others. Student reactions to grades contain two other

qualities: a sense that some grades are less understandable

or more complicated in their meaning than others, and a sense

that some grades are more important than others.

1)



terms of the va rine° asSocit d with each factor, the

.evaluation di ension is clearly the most important aspect of

student response to grades.. The evaluative dimension' of grades

'accounted for almost three times the variance of the realism

dimension, five s the variance of the complexity factor,

and eight times the variance of the salience factor.

In. selecting items for additional analysis, the item
A

with the highest correlations with their respective factors

were selected. An attempt was made-to include items repre-

senting a particular factor in approx.imately,the same propor-

tion as 'that' factor propOrtion of the explained variance.

Table 2 shows the mean factor, seote-for each grade on

eath. facto- .DataJn this tale shOrthat the higher. the 'grade.'

the more positive he'evaluative response, the lower the grade

_the lesS.positive the affective response. On the realigm:di-

ion, a Band. a 13+ are seen as the most reatistic grades,

with both higher and lower grades rated as less realistiC. In

this regard, the semantic differential ratings. of grades are

consistent with the actual student experience as reflected

cumulativelgrade point averages. Generally, grades in the B

range are alsoviewed as less complex or more understandable

than either higher or lower ranking grad 'With respect to

salience, -grades in the C range are - viewed as the least salient

and g ades higher or_ lower are more important.

Insert Table 2,about here
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In summary, the results of the cur JTicentify fdur
I

components involved in student affective responses to specific

grades:' evaluation, realism, cOmplexity and salience,. These

factors relate, to the grade continuum in different and uniquely

meaningful ways.

Comparing the Connotati e and Q an i a ive on inua for Grades

meanings

alloW for nore precise. comparison of the affective

Of gradeEiin relation to the quantitative meanings

involved in computing grade. point avetagis and in the other

ways in which grades areconsidered.measures of student achieve-

ment, the 'semantic distances between the ratings for specific

adjacent grades were ciculated using a generalized distance

formula (Osgood 1957, p. 91). Table 3,shows the dist nces fqr

each affective component,.the total affective distance, and

the adjusted or scaled distances for each pair of adjacent

grades. The data shoW that the :greatest discontinuity between

the affective continuum and the quantitative continuum occurs

distance between the grades of B- and C". This affec-

tive distance is more than three -times the quantitative-differ-

Generally, a 13- is perceived to be closer an A and

a C+ is viewed as closer to an F than their positions on the

quantitative continuum suggest. This result is more clearly

presented in Figure 1 which.portrays the distances graphically.

In fact, this figure shows that generally-every grade below a

B- was. perceived as closer

failure than would be expec

h affective. meaning to extreme

ed were the quant

12.

tine values



'taRen lit rd ty, and were psychological meaning consistent wi

mathematical meaning. Conversely, every grade at or above a

was viewed as closer in affective meaning to extreme ,success

than would be warranted by literal interpretation of the

grades as measurements

Insert TiSble 3 about here

Insert : 1 about here

In other words, there appear to he serious disc inui-

ties be_ r :en the curitinutrm cif affective responses to grades

and the asst,rred meduiemelit qu rntitati ve continuum which

they represent. The discontinuity suggests that students fi

grades of Ci= and Ic s as less psychologically satisfying thin

their quantitative values Dui ht suggest to

'rig these grids Liade:, of Fs-

award-

higher seem to be perceived

as more psycholog ictiI Iz, ,itftylng than might be expeLted.

For Pe

CONCLW-ilONS AND I

VI,,l i11 unic;,grJd rite. stodvnt:, cutolled a

elementary teacher educati n program, the affective response

to specific grades, as measured by the semantic differentia_

technique, includes four factor: evaluation, realism, corn-

/

13



plexity and salience. In the

tp

urement

five meaning

respondent .groups were conducted.

4

searcri which culminated in The

ning (Osved, 19577'), studies of the connota-

ty of concepts, involving many

In virtually all 0f thes*

widb

studies, an evaluative fa ctoT accounting for half to three-

quarters of the extracted variance, was discovered. The data

of the current study are con- ent with the eller helming body

of semantic differential research, including the original

studies by Osgood' and his

grades includes ar

se in which the c,r

s soci The meaning of specific

di nal" factor which reflects the

is vi et ed as a reward or a punislim_:nt.

Two factors identified in Osqood's original research and

many subsequent udies1 we not derived from, the analysis

of the data in the currenr study. These are a "potency factor"

reflecting power and an Lti factor" a dynamic qual i ty.

Instead, three other favtu -s, real sm, .comp lexity, and salience

were ext ed.

It should he noted that both the pa_ Lc Li se of adjec

tive pairs and the specific nature of the sample of respondents

limits the goneralizabliitY of these_ results. Studies using

more or dii fcrc ilt poi dl td1 iectives might cApected to yield

a different uttLomo, it II-elv the ditfcrenc-- would

be in the hulhher and u tll to u t the

native ti

stude

as well

OrS other than the cval--

Rese i t,
1) t

,_der sample ot: ce

0110W1 n dif c -t curricular choices

ents tit di frc -nt levels cif completion of

educational program would also he helpful'in tondiqg

lidity the concl ons of this study. Neverthel.

14

the vi-

Seems.



clear that the specific meanings of grades can be effectively

assessed by the semantic differential technique and that to a

very great extent the connotative meanings of grades involves

a reward- punishment dimension.

For those who upper division und'vrgiaduate studen

there appears to he an nt discontinuity between the conno-

tative meaning s grades and the meaning implied by the

quantitative values associated with the grade We believe that

the data of the current study show that grades of and leSS

(except for that which denotes lure j are perceived by students

to he more punitive than their rank or position in the system

of grades would imp Conversely grades of 9- or higher

(with the exception (7-)
an'A') communicate more reward than is

necessarily ntendcd. Certainly the di -cc on what we have

called the

grade of different than a teacher may recognize

when he tri decide between the two for l Tbeling the achieve-,

orrt iiium between a grade of a 9- and a

ment of it pa rt ienI r student,

Thus the results of the current study can he seen as con=

SIStCnt the p(2

and Cat t (P- iod

tail grading

d research t Boring (1975)

negative student reaCtion to pass-

IL the 'pass' ,{i,,rlrty of the pass -Lail system

1;,11 y _ Ichl lo h grade in range, thetheis seen as ro I

distjnution betv,cen the two, in an `ltfcctive sense, reduces to

cell two ic1,itivc:ly aversive possibilities. OUTch -C be

research shows that even a

(an 'E') than

perceived as cl_

success (an

to failure
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-Our research convinces us that grade inflation exists in

a psychological sense. The student whose achievement in a. class

earns him a grade of 'C' probably feels less positive and less

successful than his instructor intended in.:assigning the grade.

_Interestingly, the grades our students were most likely to get,

those VI the range or higher, are the grades not devalued

in their meaning. This raises the possibility that the acqui-

sition of affective meanings for grades is a function of a coon

text effect. Students define success primarily terms of the

modal levels of performance of their peers and associate

positive affective meaning ith grades assigned to their

peers functioning at that level- One implication of such

a model the affective meaning of a -grade in,o_e area

of study or discipline may be different than the affective

meaning of the same grade in another field.

Hewitt and .Jacobs (1978) asked college tucients to esti

rnate the grade-point average of fictitious students in eight

different fields after reading a one paragrap

which included information on the student's

and verbal and mitt ma

revealed that students

the notion that differ

p

i description

x ajor field,

-lity_ Results o ',his study

oris of grading practices include

standards prevail _

fields_ In addition, student perceptions were, g , rally con-

sisterrt with the realities of the institution : lah the study

ng\of their

an ex-

planation for differential grading standards fields of

ndividual stu-

dent performance is judged against the backgr of the abili-

was conducted. He itt and Jacobs discuss the

data in. relation to an "adaptation level bypath

,study. The basic theoretical assumption

16



all other students in the class. If students' abilities

Jr one field of study are different than another, grading stand-

ards will be different. Actual grade distribdtions may not vary..

Hewitt and Jacobs suggest that student awareness of the difference-:

standards plays a role in the selection of a Major field

s d

data suggests that the level of affect d

with a grade may depend, in part, on student judgments which

can,also be understood in terms of an adaption level hypothesis.

Students.ju ge grades attained by students at and above the

modal level of their peers to connote success and such grades

mediate the positive feelings associated with success. C-

v-rsely grades belowr,lhose attained by the modal level of ones

peers aTe viewed as varying degrees of failure and mediate

negative clings associated with the sense of Failure and lack

of success.

Taken togc the, with the Hewitt and JaLoibs research, our

study suggests the following paradox. Students may select major

ids of study, i rr part , because of awareness that standards

for grading are di ff t and that it's easier to attain hi

de peirrt avcragL, in :,,one ficlds than in t'-- Once in

however, they evaluate their own success in icier=

encc to the other tuden

chosen a field

field. Students

standards and higher overall

point averages wi 1 1 have. TO

sane degree of positive aft

VC

n higher grades to achieve

and sense of personal sat fac-

tion that could have been attaivd with _lower grades if they had

c:osen a field with higher standards.

( 17



A related concern involves the problems of.an individual,

teacher whose standards differ from the prevailing standards

in the field of study., New, faculty or temporary instructors,

particularly if they attempt.mastel-based or criterion-

referenced systems of evaluation and grad,ing, may employ

standards which differ from the prevailing standards. In

addition, some, faculty may consciously adopt more rigorous

standards. Students whose grades are higher than the modal

grade for the class, bit lower than the modal grade for the

field or atea' of study, may to expected to mediate less posi-
,

ale, fee ngs than the instructor int-ends.

The limitations involved in the current study. _ quire that

we be cautious attempting to draw i pLications for practice.

Grades have connotative or affective meanings and these mean-
_

ings can be described using a semantic differential technique.

In addition;- there seems to be a discontinuity between the

affective meaning of specific grades andthe,quantitative mean-.

ing of the grades. The affective meaning of grades seems to

be a function o,f the prevailing grading pract ices and standards

and the,data

thesis that gr

the current study are consistent with a hypo-

inflation has occured and has devalued the

meaning so some grades, .e., those l he C- range for example.

What other factors influeacc,the affective meanings of

grades? What instructional and evaluation practices will insure

continuity between the affective and other meanings- of grades?

These are interesting and important issues but he and the scope

of the results reported here.
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Grades

Table 2. Mean Evaluation, Real , Complexity
and Salience Ratings for Specific Grades

Eval iation Realism Complekity Salience

6.51a 4.74 4.35 6,33

A- 6.23 4.5'9 5.15 5.51

9 5.78 5.11 3.68 5.71

B 5.68 5.16 4.03 5.40

9- 5:24 4.91 3.76 5.80

C 3.65 4.77 / 4.28 4.35

C 3.18 4.29 4.22 5.12

2.57 4.52 4.38 4.65

1.80 3.57 4.90 5.71

1.81 3.11 5.66 5.63

0 1.82 3.28 S.12 5.68

1.70 4.22 4.87 5.33

-On a 7-point semantic different scale.

21



Table 1. Item Factor Cor a io

Items

1. Positive /Negative

2 Foolish/Wise

Good / /ad

Unimportant /Important

Successfu /Unsuccessful .848

6. Weak/Sttong .532

7. Severe /Lenient .581

81 Soft/Hard

Factors

.863

-.684 .524

.884

9. Active/Past3ive .696

10. Slow/Fast -.536

11. Exciting/Calming .546

12. Confusing/Cie. -.614

13. Predictable /Unpredictable

14. Simple /Complicated

IS. UnderstandahIc/Mystcrious .520

16. Imposs e/Po

17. Respons blc/I ic-1 le .772

18. Difficult/rI

19. Fun /Work

20. Gonuinc

.651

.645

.531

.605

.4-S6

.784'

.505

.588

4

.451



Table 3. Connotative Meaning Distances Between Adjacent Grade Values

Connotative

Dimensions
A/A- A-/R+ B+/B B/B-

Evaluation (5)

Realism (2)

.46 1.10 .16 1.39

.00 .18

_Complexity (1) .64

.67

2 16 .12 .07

Salience (1) .04 .10

Total' 1.83 4.14, .38 1.81

Connotative

Scale ,40 .04 .17

Quantitative

Scale 31f .40 0 .30

Adjacent Grades

B-/Ci C/C- C-/D+ D+/D D D- D-/E

12.65 1.30 2.21 3.56 .15 AZ .15

21 .50 .46 1,81 1.25 .80

.27 AW

2.07

27 .58 .29 .06

.22 1,12 .01 .00 .12

15.20 2.38 2.92 6.76 1,98 1.21 3.16

1.46 .23 65

.40 .30 .40 .30 .30 .70

NOTE: For comparison to 1the corresponding quantitative scale values raw scor- distances

were converted to appropriate proportions of a scale of 4:0. The revised distances

are identified as the Connotative Scale.



CONNOTATIVE

CONTINUUM

QUANTITATIVE

CONTINUUM
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A- B B B- 0+ 0 0-

FIGURE I. DISTANCES BETWEEN GRADES ON THE CONNOTATIVE CONTINUUM

AND THE QUANTITATIVE CONTINUUM


